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           HOMO SAPIENS

**  Homo Sapiens (Early Humans) 
emerged in Africa sometime between 
100,000 and 400,000 years ago 

**  Homo Sapiens migrated from Africa to 
Eurasia (Mesopotamia), Australia, and the 
America's.

**  Early Humans (Homo Sapiens) were 
hunter-gatherers.  Their survival depended 
on their environment and the availability of 
wild plants (for gathering) and animals (for 
hunting).

PALEOLITHIC ERA

Characteristics of Hunter-Gatherer Societies during 
the Paleolithic Era (Old Stone Age):

**  Nomadic (constantly migrated in search for food,     
water, and shelter)
**  Invented the first tools and weapons (made of 
stone)
**  Learned how to make fire
**  Lived in small clans (groups)
**  Developed oral language to communicate
**  Created "cave art"

NEOLITHIC ERA

Characteristics of Societies during the Neolithic Era 
(New Stone Age):

**  Developed Agriculture (Agricultural/Neolithic 
Revolution)
**  Domesticated animals 
**  Used advanced tools
**  Lived in permanent settlements
**  Made pottery
**  Developed weaving skills 
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ARCHAEOLOGISTS

What is an 
archaeologist?
A Scientist who 

studies past cultures 
by examining fossils 

and artifacts.

(A)

Artifacts:  Tools, 
clothes, etc...
(man-made)  

Fossils:
Hair, bones, etc... 

(natural)
Archaeologists use 
scientific tests such 
as carbon dating to 
analyze fossils and 

artifacts

(B)

STONEHENGE (In 
England) is an 
example of an 

archaeological site.  
Stonehenge was 
begun during the 
Neolithic Era and 

completed during the 
Bronze Age

(C)
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Following the Agricultural Revolution (the shift from hunting & gathering to growing food), FOUR ANCIENT 
RIVER VALLEY CIVILIZATIONS emerged

Egyptian 
Civilization - 

(Africa)

Mesopotamian 
Civilization - 

(Southwest Asia)

 Indian 
Civilization - 
(South Asia)

Chinese
Civilization - 
(Ease Asia)

All were
Developed between 
3500 BC and 500 BC

All were
Developed around 

rivers.

Nile River
Tigris & 

Euphrates 
Rivers

Indus River Huang He 
(Yellow) River

Characteristics of Ancient RIver valley civilizations:
Fertile soil, settled/permanent communities, and surplus food.  They were 

also in locations that were easy to defend against invasion.
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Groups of people from the FOUR EARLY RIVER VALLEY CIVILIZATIONS.

HEBREWS Settled in the area between the Mediterranean Sea 
and the Jordan River Valley.

PHOENICIANS
 Settled along the Mediterranean Sea and became 

great shipbuilders and traders.  They developed the 
world's first alphabet.

KUSH
 Located in Africa along the upper (Southern) portion 

of the Nile River.  Became trading partners with 
Egyptians.
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Characteristics of the FOUR 
EARLY RIVER VALLEY 

CIVILIZATIONS:

Social 
Patterns:

Political 
Patterns:

* World's first organized political states (city-states, kingdoms, empires).
* Government was often centralized.  Political leader was usually the religious leader as well.
* Law and order was maintained through written law codes (Ten Commandments and Code of 

Hammurabi are examples).

* Hereditary rulers (dynasties).
* Rigid social class system.

* Slavery was a common practice throughout the world.

Economic 
Patterns:

* Bronze and iron (metals) are used to make tools and weapons.
* Better plows and use of irrigation in agriculture increases productivity. 

 * Trade increases along rivers and in the seas.
* The World's first cities emerge and people begin to specialize in certain jobs.

Religious 
Patterns:

* Polytheism (belief in many gods) was practiced by most early river valley civilizations.
* Monotheism (belief in one god) was practiced by the Hebrews.

Language 
and Writing:

* Pictograms were earliest form of writing.  
* Egypt = Hieroglyphics          Sumer = Cuneiform          Phoenicians = First alphabet
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JUDAISM

Key People: Abraham, Moses, Jesus

Holy Book: Torah (Old Testament)

Moral Code: Ten Commandments

Major Beliefs: Belief in one god (monotheism)
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 Persian Empire 

Very tolerant of the people 
they conquered.

Developed an intricate bureaucracy 
in their Empire Developed a religion called 

"Zoroastrianism"

Built roads to connect 
cities and trade routes
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INDIA

1.)  The Himalaya 
Mountains, Hindu 
Kush Mountains, 
and Indian Ocean 
protected India from 
outside invasion
2.)  Mountain 
passes in the Hindu 
Kush allowed the 
Indo-Aryans to 
invade the Indian 
subcontinent.
3.)  The Indus and 
Ganges Rivers were 
very important to 
the early Indian 
civilization. 

Geography Indo-
Aryans

1.)  Aggressive migrators 
who first started the 
Indian civilization in the 
Indus River valley.
2.)  Set up a very rigid 
caste system based on 
occupation.  The caste 
system influenced Indian 
society greatly.

Gupta 
Empire

1.)  Highest point of 
achievement in India's 
history.  Called "Golden 
Age of Classical India."
2.)  Made significant 
contributions in math, new 
textiles, and literature.
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Hinduism 
originated in India

The Caste System is the 
foundation of Hinduism.  

Rights and privileges 
based on occupations

Hindus believe in many 
forms of one major god 

(deity).

Hindus believe in reincarnation 
(Constant rebirth of one's soul).

Karma = Every action and 
thought will come back to 
either help you or hurt you 

when reincarnated

Vedas and Upanishads are 
the sacred writings of 

Hinduism.
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BUDDHISM
Originated in India

Founder of 
Buddhism is 
Siddhartha 

Guatama.  Later 
known as "Buddha"

Four Noble Truths
Suffering, suffering, 
and more suffering!

Eightfold Path to 
Enlightenment. 

Escape the suffering! 

Buddhism was 
spread from India to 

China and 
throughout Asia by 
Asoka and Buddhist 

missionaries
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CHINA
Important Concepts:

Civilization in 
China began in 
the Huang He 
(Yellow) River 

Valley

The Great Wall 
of China was 

built by 
Emperor Qin 

Shi Huangdi to 
keep out 

invaders from 
the North

Chinese Emperors were 
considered divine.  
Their power to rule 
(called "Mandate of 

Heaven") remained as 
long as they ruled fairly 

and justly.

China was 
ruled by ruling 
families called 
"Dynasties."  

The ruler was 
called 

"Emperor."

The "Silk Road" 
was a trade 
route that 
connected 
China with 

cultures as far 
away as Rome.

Chinese 
products 

traded along 
the Silk Road: 

- Silk
- Porcelain
- Paper
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CONFUCIANISM
Philosophy based on the beliefs 

of Confucius

**  Humans are naturally good

BASIC BELIEFS:

**  You should respect and 
follow your elders

**  Being polite is very 
important.  Still followed 

today.

**  Education is strongly 
emphasized

**  Your ancestors should be 
worshipped as they help 
provide you guidance.

**  Yin and Yang represent 
opposite forces that keep 
balance and harmony in 

nature.
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TAOISm
Basic Beliefs:

You should be 
Humble and 

Modest

You should lead a 
simple life and 

seek inner peace

You should seek 
harmony with 

nature

Yin and Yang 
represent opposite 

forces in nature
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Geography of 
GREECE

**  Greece is a peninsula located in the Aegean Sea in southern Europe 
near Asia Minor

**  Greece is located in the heart of the basin of the Mediterranean Sea.  
Access to the Mediterranean allowed for great trade and the spread of 

Greek culture (Hellenic cullture)

**  Major city states of ancient Greece were Athens, Sparta, and Troy.  
Cities were designed promote outdoor life and participation in civic 

activities.

**  Located just North of Greece is Macedonia (home of Alexander the 
Great

**  Poor farmland (due to an abundance of mountains) forced the Greeks to 
rely on trading for economic survival

**  Mountainous terrain led to the development of isolated, independent 
city-states

**  Due to over-population and poor farmland, Greece established colonies 
in lands throughout the Mediterranean region.
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GREEK MYTHOLOGY

POLYTHEISTIC
Myths gave the Greeks 

explanations to questions they 
couldn't answer

Important deities (gods) included Zeus, Hera, 
Apollo, Artemis, Athena, and Aphrodite

Greek mythology still 
continues to influence the 

Western world in literature, art, 
architecture, and politics
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General Characteristics:
* Free adult males were allowed to be citizens
* Citizens enjoyed political rights but also had a responsibility to participate in    
   government affairs
* Women and foreigners had no political rights
* Slaves had no political rights

SOCIAL STRUCTURE IN THE 
GREEK POLIS

ATHENS:
* There were different forms of government in 
  Athens throughout Athenian history.  These 
  forms included Monarchy, Aristocracy, 
  Tyranny, and Democracy
* Draco and Solon were two tyrants who worked 
  for legal reform
* Athens is the birthplace for democracy and  
  democratic principles such as direct 
  democracy, public debate, and the concept    
  that citizens have duties to make society run 
  efficiently

SPARTA:
* Oligarchy (rule by a small group)
* Rigid social structure
* Very aggressive society based upon militaristic 
   principles
*  Economy was based on agriculture
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Peloponnesian War
431 BC - 404 BC

WHO?
Athens and their 

allies (Delian League 
vs Sparta and their 

allies(Peloponnesian 
League)

WHY?
Athens and Sparta 
were fighting for 

control and 
dominance of the 

Greek world.

RESULTS OF 
THE WAR?

Sparta defeats 
Athens... progress is 

slowed...Greece 
enters a low point 

in history

FOLLOWING 
THE WAR?

The problems in 
Greece opened the 
door for Phillip II of 

Macedonia to 
invade Greece
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PERSIAN WARS

Who? The united Greek city-states vs the Persian Empire.  
GREECE WINS!!

When? 499 BC - 449 BC

Control of the Aegean and Mediterranean Seas and 
the economic advantages that go along with 
controlling the seas.

Why?

Major Battles 2 Major Battles were at Marathon and Salamis.  The 
Greeks defeated the Persians in both.

Results of War
Athens emerges as the dominant power in Greece after the 
formation of the Delian League.  The Delian League was an 
alliance between Athens and other Greek city-states (not Sparta) 
that made Athens wealthy and powerful.  



Types of columns:  Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian

Famous Playwrights:  Aeschylus and Sophocles

Homer - Writer of Iliad and Odyssey

Herodotus and Thucydides - Considered the world's first historians

Phidias

Math = Euclid and Pythagoras  /   Science = Archimedes and Hippocrates

Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle
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GREECE:  THE "GOLDEN AGE OF PERICLES"
* Occurs mostly between the Persian and Peloponnesian Wars
* Pericles was the leader of Athens - he extended democracy to include most adult males
* Pericles orders Athens rebuilt after it is destroyed in Persian Wars.  Athens becomes the most 
glorious 
   and beautiful city in Greece.  The Parthenon is the classic example of this new construction.

Greek Contributions From the Golden Age

Architecture

Drama

Poetry

History

Sculpture

Math & Science

Philosophy
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Following the Peloponnesian War...

PHILLIP II:
King of Macedon.  

Conquered most of 
Greece before dying.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT: (336 BC - 323 BC)
*  Son of Phillip II

*  Finished what his father started
*  Became the most powerful man in the world at the time
*  His empire stretched from Greece to Egypt and to the 

   western border of India
*  Spread "Hellenistic" culture (combination of Greek and 

   Oriental cultures) as his empire grew
*  Hellenistic culture spread quickly through trade throughout 

   the Mediterranean region
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GEOGRAPHY OF ROME...

Located in the
Italian peninsula

Located in the 
center of the 

Mediterranean Basin

The Alps Mountains 
(North of Rome) 

provided protection

The Mediterranean 
Sea provided trade 

access and 
protection
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ROMAN 
MYTHOLOGY

Myths gave the Romans 
explanations to questions they 

couldn't answer
Influenced by the Greek 

polytheistic religion.

Important Roman gods include 
Jupiter, Juno, Apollo, Diana, 

Minerva, and Venus

Greek mythology still continues 
to influence the Western world 
in literature, art, architecture, 

and politics
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Social Structure in the Roman Republic

2.)  Patricians - Powerful 
nobility (small in number)

3.)  Plebians - Majority of 
population but little political 

power 

4.)  Some foreigners

1.)  MALES ONLY

Rights & 
Responsibilities 

of Citizenship
Who Could Be 

Citizens?

1.)  Pay taxes

2.)  Serve in the military for 
      set period of time

Features of 
Democracy

1.)  Representative Democracy

2.)  Assembly / Senate

3.)  Consuls

4.) Laws of Rome were 
     codified and called "Twelve 
     Tables"
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KEY CONCEPTS ABOUT THE PUNIC WARS 

Rome vs Carthage - ROME WINS!!

264-146 BC

Both Rome and Carthage were seeking control of the Mediterranean region.  
Control would bring wealth and dominance throughout the MediterraneanCause of Fighting?

When?

Who?

Things to Know

A.)  Series of 3 wars - Rome wins all three  
B.)  Rome's victory opens the door for total dominance in the Mediterranean region
C.)  Hannibal was a famous General from Carthage
D.)  Carthage is destroyed following the wars and is no longer a power in the region

Benefits for Rome
Rome was able to expand the Empire throughout Africa, Asia, and Europe 
including the Hellenistic world of the Eastern Mediterranean.  In Western Europe, 
the Empire spread all the way to Gaul (France) and the British Isles.
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Reasons for the Decline of the Roman Republic:

1.  The use of slaves in the production of agriculture led 
to food shortages and inflation

2.  Roman currency became devalued, resulting in 
inflation

3.  Many small farmers moved into the cities, causing 
unemployment rates to increase and food production to 
decrease.  

4.  The Civil War initiated by Julius Caesar over power 
and control weakened the Republic.

FROM REPUBLIC TO EMPIRE

The Expansion of the Roman Empire:

1.  The rise and fall of the first triumvirate. 

2.  Julius Caesar's rise to power and assassination.

3.  Augustus Caesar (formerly Octavian) - Rise to power 
and defeat of Marc Antony.  Augustus Caesar becomes 
Rome's 1st Emperor.

4.  The Empire became unified and much larger 
through military conquest.

5.  Incompetent Emperors and corruption eventually 
leads to problems for the Empire.



Social  Impact of the Pax Romana

1.)  Life became more stable for most 
people throughout the Empire.

2.) Increased emphasis on the family as life 
became more stable and prosperous.
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THE PAX ROMANA ("ROMAN PEACE") - What is the Pax Romana?
*  Two centuries of peace and prosperity under the control of the Roman Empire 
*  The Roman Empire grew significantly in both size and power during this time.  (Similar to the Golden Age of Greece)

Political Impact of the Pax Romana

1.)  Created many government jobs for the 
unemployed.  Known as "civil service" jobs.

2.)  Developed a uniform system of law to 
make justice more equal throughout the 
Empire.

Economic Impact of the Pax Romana

1.)  Uniform system of money helped expand 
trade.

2.)  Safer roads helped improve + increase 
travel and trade throughout the Empire.

3.)  Prosperity and stability increased for most 
people throughout the Empire.
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Origins of Christianity:
*  Began during the Pax Romana  
*  Emerged from Judaism               
*  Led by Jesus of Nazareth (the Messiah) 
*  Beliefs clashed with the polytheistic beliefs of the Roman Empire

Beliefs, Traditions, and Customs

1.  Monotheistic            
2.  Life after death       
3.  Holy Book is the New Testament
4.  Jesus is both the Son of God 
     and the incarnation of God

How was christianity spread?

1.  Jesus' apostles (mainly Paul) 
     throughout the Roman Empire.            
2.  Roman persecution of Christians   
     limited it's spread initially.       
3.  Christianity was eventually adopted 
     and legalized by the Emperor 
     Constantine.

How did christianity influence the 
roman empire?

1.  The Christian Church became the 
     example of moral authority.            
2.  Loyalty to the Christianity became 
     more important than loyalty to the 
     Emperor.     
3.  Christian church became the main 
     unifying force of Western Europe.
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE ANCIENT ROMANS:
Art / Architecture Pantheon, Colosseum, Forum

Technology Roads, aqueducts, Roman arches

Science Ptolemy

Medicine Emphasis on public health (public baths, public water system, medical schools

Literature Aenid written by Virgil

Language Latin and the "Romance" languages

Religion Roman mythology, adoption of Christianity as the official religion of the Empire

Law Concept of "innocent until proven guilty" (taken from the Twelve Tables)
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A.  Economic Problems:
        1.  The cost of maintaining the huge Roman army  
        2.  Devaluation of Roman currency

C.  Political Problems:
        1.  Problems within the government and incompetent 
             Emperors      
D.  Invasions:
        1.  Invasions by Germanic tribes on the borders of 
             the Roman Empire  

B.  Military Problems:
        1.  Army became less disciplined and often rebelled.  

THE FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE

HOW THE ROMAN EMPIRE 
WAS DIVIDED:

1.  The Capital of the Empire was moved 
from Rome to Byzantium. Byzantium was 
then renamed Constantinople.

2.  The Empire was divided into two halves:
       * Eastern Roman Empire (with the new     
            capital in Constantinople)
       * Western Roman Empire (still   
            headquarted in Rome)

3.  The Western Roman Empire was 
eventually destroyed by barbarian attacks 
from Germanic tribes in 476 AD.

4.  The Eastern Roman Empire becomes 
known as the Byzantine Empire and 
continues to flourish and thrive for another 
1000 years.

Causes for the fall of the Roman Empire:
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Why was the capital moved from 
Rome to Constantinople?

1.)  Constantinople was much further away from the Barbarian attacks from the 
Germanic tribes.  Constantinople was much easier to protect than Rome.  

2.)  To be closer to Rome's major trading partners.  Constantinople 
was located at the "crossroads" of trade connecting Europe and Asia.

Role of Constantinople:  
*  It was the headquarters of the Byzantine Empire 
   until 1453 AD when the Ottoman Turks conquered 
   them.  
*  Constantinople preserved classical Greco-Roman 
   culture long after the Western Roman Empire fell.    
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JUSTINIAN
(Famous Byzantine Emperor)

Responsible for codifying 
Roman law into "Justinian's 
Code."  This was the basis of 
most of the legal systems of 

European nations.

Justinian reconquered lands 
that the Roman Empire 

previously owned but had lost 
during the decline of the 

Empire.  He doubled the size of 
the Byzantine Empire.

Justinian greatly improved the 
wealth and power of the 

Byzantine Empire by 
expanding trade.  

Justinian was able to revive 
classical Greco-Roman culture.
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ACHIEVEMENTS IN ART & ARCHITECTURE:

1.)  Inspiration for Byzantine art and 
architecture came from Christianity and to 
honor the power of the Byzantine Emperor. 

2.)  Icons (religious images) were very popular 
in Byzantine art.

3.)  The use of mosaics (glass collages) in both 
public and religious buildings.

4.)  Most famous Byzantine building is the 
"Hagia Sophia" - a domed church built during 
the reign of Justinian in Constantinople.  

BYZANTINE EMPIRE 

 ACHIEVEMENTS & CULTURE

CHARACTERISTICS OF BYZANTINE CULTURE:

1.)  Greco-Roman culture continues to flourish 
as Greek and Roman knowledge is preserved in 
Byzantine libraries.

2.)  Greek is the primary language spoken 
throughout the Byzantine Empire (as contrasted 
with latin being spoken in the Western Roman 
Empire).  

3.)  Form of Christianity practiced in the 
Byzantine Empire is known as Greek Orthodox 
Christianity or Eastern Orthodox Christianity.
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WESTERN CHURCH 

*  Centered in Rome

*  Farther away from the seat of power once 
   Constantinople became the capital

*  Latin is spoken in the liturgy (church 
   services)

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EASTERN CHURCH AND WESTERN 
CHURCH IN THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE

EASTERN CHURCH 

*  Centered in Constantinople

*  Close to the seat of power once 
   Constantinople became the capital

*  Greek is spoken in the liturgy (church 
   services)

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WESTERN AND EASTERN CHURCHES 

*  Authority of The Pope is eventually accepted in the West

*  Practices such as celibacy are eventually accepted in the West
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The Influence of the Byzantine Empire on Russia and Eastern Europe

Trade routes between the Black 
Sea and Baltic Sea

Adoption of Orthodox Christianity
Adoption of the Greek alphabet to the 
slavic languages by St. Cyril (Cyrillic 

alphabet)

Much of the church architecture and 
religious art was influenced by the 

Byzantine Empire
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Origins of Islam:

*  Muhammad is the 
   prophet

*  Major cities during the    
   early stages of Islam 
   were Mecca and 
   Medina.  Both were 
   located on the Arabian 
   peninsula.

Spread of Islam:

*  Islam spread Asia and Africa, 
   and into Spain.

*  Islam spread quickly because 
   all Muslims spoke a common 
   language (Arabic-the language    
   of the Koran) 

Basic Beliefs, Traditions, and 
Customs of Islam:

*  Monotheism 
   (God is called "Allah")

*  Holy Book is the Koran (Quran)

*  Five Pillars of Islam - moral 
   code of behavior for Muslims.

*  Muslims accept Jewish and 
   Christian prophets (Moses and   
   Jesus)

BASICS OF ISLAM 
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HOW DID GEOGRAPHY HELP THE SPREAD AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF ISLAM?

*  Islam was spread along trade routes from Mecca and Medina.  

*  Islam spread great distances despite harsh environmental factors such as deserts and mountains.

*  Islam spread into the Fertile Crescent, Iran, and Central Asia.  This was made possible by weak 
   Byzantine and Persian Empires that could not stop Islam from spreading into their areas.

*  The Muslims were only unified for a short period of time.  Within a few centuries, there were 
   disputes over power and who should rule the Islamic Empire.

*  Islam was spread more quickly through the use of Arabic, the common language for Muslims.  
   Since the Quran was written in Arabic, all Muslims had to learn the same language, allowing for a 
   more rapid spread of the new religion.

*  Slavery throughout the Islamic Empire was NOT based on race.
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 
IN ISLAMIC HISTORY

600-1000 AD

The Schism between 
the Sunni and Shi'a.  

The split of Islam into 
two halves. 

The Muslim's 
conquer and 

takeover the holy 
cities of Jerusalem 

and Damascus.

Muslim defeat at the 
Battle of Tours.  The 

spread of Islam is 
stopped at this battle.
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Achievements 
and 

Contributions of 
the Islamic 

Empire

Architecture - 
The Dome of 

The Rock

Mosaics
Arabic 

Alphabet

World's First 

Universitie
s

Concept of 
Algebra

Translated 

ancient texts 

into Arabic

Arabic 

numerals 

Concept of zero 

Expanded geographic knowledge

Improvements in Medicine
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Key Events of the 

Middle Ages 

(circa 500-1000 AD)

The Middle 
Ages were 

Influenced by 
Roman culture

Christian beliefs 
dominated the 
Middle Ages

Customs of the 
Germanic tribes 
influenced the 
Middle Ages

Roman 
authority declined 

as the power of 
the Christian 
church grew

Monasteries 
preserved Greco-

Roman culture

Missionaries 
converted the 

Germanic tribes 
to Chrstianity

The Pope 
anointed 

Charlemagne 
"Holy Roman 
Emperor" in 

800 AD

This proves 
the power of the 
Christian church 
during the Middle 

Ages

Missionaries also 
introduced Latin 
to the Germanic 

tribes
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KING

LORDS (Vassals)

KNIGHTS

PEASANTS

SERFS

STRUCTURE OF SOCIETY DURING FEUDALISM

Feudalism = An economic system that 
exchanges land in return for loyalty and 

protection

Example = The King gives his lords a 
large tract of land (called a fief).  His 
lords agree to provide the King with 

military protection as well as a pledge of 
loyalty

Feudalism was 
characterized by rigid 

class structure and self-
sufficient farms called 

manors

FEUDALISM
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The Age of
CHARLEMAGNE 

Franks emerged as 
a force in Western 

Europe

Pope crowned 
Charlemagne the 
Emperor of the 

Holy Roman 
Empire in 800 AD

The Christian 
church became 
very powerful 

politically

Roman culture was 
revived during 
Charlemagne's 

reign
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MAJOR TRADE PATTERNS 
OF THE EASTERN HEMISPHERE 

FROM 1000 TO 1500 AD

Connecting China and the rest of Asia to the Mediterranean BasinSILK ROAD

Across the Indian OceanMARITIME 
ROUTES 

TRANS-
SAHARAN Trade routes that cross the Sahara Desert

NORTHERN 
EUROPEAN Trade routes across Northern Europe to the Black Sea

WESTERN 
EUROPEAN Trade routes through seas and rivers throughout Western Europe

SOUTH 
CHINA SEA Trade routes throughout the South China Sea and Southeast Asia
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JAPAN

GEOGRAPHY:
*  Mountainous archipelago with four main islands
*  Japan is located just east of China and very near Korea
*  The Sea of Japan is between Japan and China

HOW DID CHINA INFLUENCE JAPAN?
*  Writing
*  Architecture
*  Buddhism spread from China to Japan

SHINTOISM - THE RELIGION OF JAPAN
*  Ethnic religion found only in Japan
*  Importance of natural features, forces of nature, and 
   ancestors
*  Shintoism coexisted with Buddhism in Japan
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AFRICAN KINGDOMS

AXUM 
*  Located in Eastern Africa near the 

   Ethiopian highlands and the Nile River

* Christianity was the major religion

WEST AFRICAN KINGDOMS
*  3 empires (Ghana, Mali, Songhai) all located 
near the Niger River and close to the Sahara 

   Desert

*  Traded their gold for salt in trans-Saharan trade

* City of Timbuktu was major center for
learning and trading

*  Islam was dominant religion

ZIMBABWE 
*  Located along the Zambezi and Limpopo Rivers 

   and the coast of the Indian Ocean

* City of "Great Zimbabwe" was the capital

  *  Zimbabwe was a very prosperous empire
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MAYANS, INCAS, & AZTECS

*  Located in the rainforests of mexico and central mexico
*  Represented by Chichen Itza
*  Divided their civilization into city-states ruled by a King
*  Economy was based on agriculture and trade
*  Polytheistic religion.  They built pyramids to honor their Gods

MAYAN CIVILIZATION

INCAN CIVILIZATION

*  Located in the Andes Mountains of South America
*  Represented by Machu Picchu
*  Ruled by an Emperor
*  Economy was based on high altitude agriculture
*  Polytheistic religion  
*  They built an intricate road system throughout their Empire

Contributions of the MAYANS, AZTECS, & INCAS:
*  Developed Calendar systems
*  Advanced mathematical techniques allowed them to be excellent builders
*  Developed sophisticated writing systems

AZTEC CIVILIZATION

*  Located in the hot and dry plains of central Mexico
*  Represented by Tenochtitlan
*  Ruled by an Emperor
*  Economy was based on  agriculture
*  Polytheistic religion was based on warfare
*  They built pyramids to honor their Gods
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ENGLAND, FRANCE, RUSSIA, AND SPAIN 
IN THE LATE MEDIEVAL PERIOD

ENGLAND
1.)  William the Conquerer, leader of the conquest of 
      the Normans, united most of England
2.)  Common law had its beginnings during the reign 
      of King Henry II
3.)  King John signed the Magna Carta which limited 
      the King's power and gave more power to the 
      people
4.)  The Hundred Years War (England vs France) 
      helped define England as a country

SPAIN
1.)  Ferdinand and Isabella unified the country and 
      expelled the Muslims Moors from Spain
2.)  King Phillip II helped expand the size of the 
      Spanish Empire in the Western Hemisphere

FRANCE

1.)  Hugh Capet established the French throne in 
      Paris.  His dynasty eventually controlled most of 
      France
2.)  The Hundred Years War (England vs France) 
      helped define France as a country
3.)  Joan of Arc helped unite the people of France

RUSSIA
1.)  Ivan the Great defeated the Mongols, centralized 
      power in Russia, and significantly increased the 
      size of Russia as a nation
2.)  The leader of Russia was called the tsar (czar).  
      Power was centralized in his hands
3.)  Russia converted to Orthodox Christianity.  The 
      church influenced the unification of Russia
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THE CRUSADES

The Crusades = Attempt by Christian armies 
to recapture the holy lands

Key Events:
*  Pope Urban's speech
*  The capture of Jerusalem
*  Founding of Crusader states
*  Loss of Jerusalem to Saladin
*  Conquering of Constantinople 
   by Western Crusaders

Effects of the Crusades:
*  Weakened the Pope and nobles, 
   made Kings power stronger
*  Jump-started trade throughout
   the Mediterranean area and the 
   Middle East
*  Lasting bitterness among Jews
   Christians, and Muslims
*  Weakened the Byzantine Empire

MONGOL ARMIES:

*  Invaded Russia, China, and 
   Muslim states in southwest Asia, 
   destroying everything in their 
   path
*  Created an  empire

CONSTANTINOPLE:

*  Conquered by Ottoman Turks in 
   1453, ending the Byzantine 
   Empire
*  Became the capital of the 
   Ottoman Empire
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IMPACT OF THE BLACK 
DEATH

Drastic 
Decline in 
population

Church 
becomes 

less 
influential

Labor
(work 
force) 

becomes 
less 

available

Trade 
slows 
down

drastically

Feudalism 
will come 
to an end
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CHURCH SCHOLARS IN THE LATE MEDIEVAL PERIOD...

Were among the very few who could 
read and write Worked in monasteries

Translated Greek and Arabic classic 
works into Latin

Developed new knowledge in 
philosophy, medicine, and science 

available throughout Europe
Laid the foundation for the rise of 
universities throughout Europe
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Key events that led to the Renaissance

Economic effects of the Crusades:

*  Increased demand for Middle-
   Eastern products
*  Stimulated production of goods to 
   trade in Middle Eastern markets 
*  Encouraged the use of credit and    
   banking 

Important Economic Concepts:

*  Church rule against usury and the 
    banks' practice of charging interest 
    helped to secularize northern Italy
*  Letters of credit served to expand
   the supply of money and expedite
   trade
*  New accounting and bookkeeping
   practices (use of Arabic numerals)
   were introduced
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Major Italian Cities - 
Florence, Genoa, and Venice

*  Had access to trade routes connecting Europe with 
   markets in the Middle East
*  Served as trading centers for the distribution of 
   goods to northern Europe
*  Were initially independent city-states governed as 
    republics

Machiavelli's
The Prince

KEY CONCEPTS OF THE 
RENAISSANCE

*  An early modern treatise on government
*  Supported absolute power of the ruler
*  Maintains that the end justifies the means
*  Advises that one should do good if possible, but do
   evil when necessary
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Characteristics of 
Renaissance Art

Unlike Medieval art, which 
focused on the Church and 
salvation, Renaissance art 
focused on individuals and 
worldly matters in addition 

to Christianity

Leonardo da Vinci - 
Mona Lisa and Last 

Supper

MIchaelangelo - 
Ceiling of the Sistine 

Chapel and David
Petrarch - 

Sonnets and 
humanist 

scholarship

Humanism - 
*  Celebrated the individual
*  Stimulated the study of 
   Greek and Roman 
    literature and culture
*  Was supported by 
   wealthy patrons
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THE NORTHERN 
RENAISSANCE

Growing wealth in 
Northern Europe 

supported the ideas of 
the Renaissance

Northern 
Renaissance thinkers 

merged humanist ideas 
with Christianity

New technology 
(movable type printing 

press) and the sale of books 
(Gutenberg Bible) helped 

spread ideas quickly and to 
the masses

Northern Renaissance Writers

Erasmus - The Praise of Folly (1511)
Sir Thomas More - Utopia (1516)

Northern Renaissance writers portrayed 
religious and secular subjects.
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